JOHN GRUBB (HO)

John’s 12X26 ft. layout is a western freelance layout in the 50’s era which was started in 2000. There is about
400 feet of track on two levels. The upper level is a double main line through mountains and a small city with
industrial sidings. The lower level is reached by two lines with a 3% grade down to a bent dog bone
configuration. There is a duck under to access the inter area of the layout. A small yard and business sidings
are located on this level. In each area John tried to model things he remembered from the 40’s and 50’s as a
small boy. Most switches are Peco and all the track is code 100 flex track. John painted all his own
background scenes. The layout is controlled by a Digitrax DCS100, two DB150 and a UR90 receiver. The
layout is 95% complete with new lighting and lots of people.

SOUTH WEBER RR. (1.5”)

The South Weber Model Railroad is a 7 1/2" gauge club. We currently operate on a roughly 1/2 mile loop of
track around a city park with a double track main and a switching yard. Plans call for more track in the future!
The entrance of the park is noticeable by the prominent, functioning full scale grade crossing signals. We pride
ourselves on our workmanship with all club owned equipment being designed and made by club members with
the help of local businesses for materials and cutting. We look forward to seeing you at the park!

MIKE MURPHY (HO)

Mike’s Layout is a 14 x 18.5 ft. double deck layout with 130 feet of mainline track on the bottom deck, and
about the same on the upper deck and 99 feet of track in the beautifully designed helix by Gary Brooks. All
bench work is completed and all the code 83 track is laid and some scenery work is done. The layout is
designed for both operation and running trains. Time frame is late 1960’s through 1983. DCC control is by
NCE. Cameras are allowed.

